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Base fee & minimum number of Provider Match Profiles 

Outsourcing Hub invoices the base fee on a yearly basis. The base fee is based on the number of 

coworkers/FTE () and/or annual turnover ( € ) of the IT Provider. IT Providers decide upon the 

applicable category. The category is not used in external communications, but used to determine the 

minimum number of match profiles. 

Base fee (12 months) 

(12 months,  

start per 1st of month) 

Small 
<50, € <25m 

Incl. 1 Match Profile 

Medium 
50-250, € 25-125m 

Incl. 2 Match Profiles 

Large 
>250, € >125m 

Incl. 3 Match Profiles 

€ 1.200 € 1.800 € 2.400 

A match profile includes two main parts: 

 One part contains data points (that you could call qualification criteria) which are filled in upfront 

and used to create a match. These data points are not visible to any other users of the system. 

 A detailed overview (Specific Overview) on which the provider can place information, links, 

downloads and references. You could regard this as a landing page or ‘shopping window’ 

belonging to a specific match profile. This overview is only available to the party searching after a 

match has been made. In contrast with the public information on the website (via the General 

Overview), this information is not visible for other providers / competitors. 

By adding focus in a match profile (for instance to aim the profile at a certain vertical, solution or 

other product-market-combination), matches will become more accurate and your ranking in the 

search results will increase based on the best matching profile. In addition, the Specific Overviews are 

more and more used as practical library by external advisors / Third Party Advisors (TPAs), and we 

have almost 300 TPA users in our system already (this should help you make the business case).  

Additional Provider Match Profile(s) 

The base fee includes 1, 2 or 3 Provider Match Profiles, depending on category. IT Providers can 

purchase additional Provider Match Profiles to improve match accuracy and ranking at any moment 

in time. The pricing is € 600 per additional Provider Math Profile per year (for the period that equals 

the base fee term). 

Variable Qualified Match fee:  

A Variable Qualified Match fee is charged in case the IT Provider receives an invitation from the 

match to participate in the follow-up (e.g. RFP) and confirms participation. This only applies in case a 

provider has been matched via the Standard Search and the provider accepts the invitation from the 

match (i.e. client or client’s advisor). The interactive steps of the Standard Search itself are included 

in the base fee. The amount of the variable fee depends on deal size* and the number of competitors 

invited in the actual selection or bid itinerary. Variable Qualified Match fees are charged once per 

quarter. The variable fees can be redeemed against a fixed yearly surcharge (see next page). 

Variable Qualified  

Match fee 

(per provider, not applicable  if  

> 4 providers in next steps) 

deal size € < 250k deal size € 250k-2,5m deal size € > 2,5m 

4 providers: € 100 

3 providers: € 200 

2 provider: € 400 

exclusive: € 800 

4 providers: € 150 

3 providers: € 300 

2 provider: € 600 

exclusive: € 1.200 

4 providers: € 200 

3 providers: € 400 

2 provider: € 800 

exclusive: € 1.600 

* The expected deal size is part of the Standard Search and requested from the party searching via a bandwidth 

that in turn is used by the matching algorithm for both matching and ranking. 
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Redemption of the Variable Qualified Match fee, for a period that equals the base fee term, is 

possible against a fee based on the provider size as shown in the table below: 

Redemption of Variable 
Qualified Match fee 

Small Medium Large 

€ 1.500 € 2.250 € 3.000 

Innovation Partner  

Innovation Partners have a pro-active role in development of Outsourcing Hub. A maximum of 9 

Innovation Partners will rotate annually. Innovation Partners get more exposure via the marketing 

website, but under no circumstances get better ranking or other preferences in the Outsourcing Hub 

system. To support this role, Innovation Partners get one additional match profile. Additional costs 

for participating as an Innovation Partner for 1 year are: 

Innovation Partner  
(per calendar year) 

Small Medium Large 

€ 800 € 1.200 € 1.600 

Next to the additional match profile, the Innovation Partner enjoys several extra (exclusive) benefits: 

 Extra exposure via our public/marketing website (special section) 

 Option to organize an event for which Outsourcing Hub invites all its users and distributes related 

content amongst about 300 IT (sourcing) consultants and a growing group of end users / clients 

(now more than 100, estimates for early 2018 more than 200 and target for 2019 is 500-1.000) 

 Option to (exclusively) post content and blogs in our news section 

 Option to post case studies / success stories in our special theme/SEO pages 

 Option to schedule extra sessions with the Outsourcing Hub team to discuss further 

development of the system and the underlying information model (e.g. matching criteria) 

Additional advantages via Multi-Tier Partners 

In case you are an IT provider who uses services of and/or who is partnering (as VAR) with one of our 

multi-tier partners, it may be possible to participate against lower fees. The discounts differ per 

multi-tier partner, but starts at more than 50% discount on the base-fee and may even include a fully 

free match profile. At the moment, there are 3 multi-tier partners: Eshgro, Speakup and Uniserver. 

For more information, please contact your multi-tier partner. Also see this press release (Dutch only).  

Increased opportunities via cloudscanner 

Outsourcing Hub loves to connect and one way of doing so is via our collaboration with 

cloudscaner.nl, an independent market place where demand and supply for various cloud services 

are brought together. The difference with Outsourcing Hub is that cloudscanner focuses on 

commodity cloud products that can be easily selected, procured and managed via their site. In case a 

customer is looking for just these kind of products, Outsourcing Hub will refer to cloudscanner.nl. So 

that’s why it might be smart to join as partner on cloudscanner.nl as well. A profile is for free; you 

will only pay after cloud services are bought and revenue is generated via their site. 

Visitors on cloudscanner.nl will often have to cope with a challenge that cannot be solved by just a 

couple of commodity cloud services. Often they wonder which (cloud) provider is a good fit or which 

(independent) advisor can help advice on or implement a cloud strategy, transition, etc. In those 

cases, cloudscanner will refer to Outsourcing Hub. 
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